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10-6-05 ETERNAL FRAUD & CORRUPTION 
 
 As quickly as possible:  A few days ago the Iraq govt. passed a 
constitutional election law change dictating that two-thirds of 
registered voters were required to vote NO on the new constitution in 
three provinces before the constitution could be Rejected. 
 Yesterday the Iraq government reversed itself under U.S., U.N. 
and other, Arab pressures, making the old, approved measure (two-
thirds of voters in the constitutional election) once more the rule. 
 And we think that, once we’re gone, the “democratic” process 
will continue with integrity and pre-eminent law? 
 
 I note as a sidebar to the last December Iraq election: 
 Recall that the accumulating vote totals were issued daily after 
the election until the 3.1 million total was reached, with five provinces 
yet to be counted.  The U.S. govt. and the press had made 8.1 million 
votes the total which would give ‘legitimacy’ to the election and the 
resulting Iraqi government. 
 It became horribly obvious the 8.1 million total would not be 
reached (probably because the five yet-to-be-counted provinces were 
Sunni-dominated and opposed to the election). 
 WHAT TO DO? 
 When in doubt delay and lie.  A week went by as excuses were 
used up in ‘recount’ problems… 
 And then---wonder of wonders!---the total was released.  It was 
8.4 million votes!  The election was legitimate!  {Dance in the street or 
we’ll shoot you!} 
 Yet…  Now a telltale stat has been released: the Iraqi 
government has printed only 5.1 million copies of the new, to-be-
voted-on constitution, to be given to the registered voters. 
 Wha…?  Only 5.1 million copies?  What happened to the 8.4 
million voters who were said (officially) to have voted for the initial 

 
 



 
 

national assembly? 
 Well…err…nobody says.  The vaunted American news media 
don’t want to know, ask questions or draw conclusions (if they even 
noticed the discrepancy).  And if the foreign press noticed and asked, 
their Q & A’s aren’t reported to the American people.  Our media 
masters prefer us to be uninformed, malinformed and/or quickly 
diverted to the latest Horrendous Murder, Manhunt, or Celebrity Trial.  
 This has been another snapshot of the real world.  The Iraqi 
government is a lie and based on fraud.  What a shock! 
 And the existence of the ever-growing Insurgency is the latest 
reason given by Bush for staying in Iraq ’until the job is done.’  BUT 
there was no insurgency in Iraq until we invaded Iraq and made Iraq 
the focus and cause of all anti-American and anti-Western hatred in 
the middle east.  
 Now Bush has a violent, deadly tar baby stuck to his stupid ass, 
and we let him do the invasion, gung-ho, right-or-wrong patriots that 
we are!!  We have to pay for it! 
 Ah, ignorance!  Ah, arrogance!  Ah, hubris!  Ah, shit!   
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